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Abstract 
Mn-doped 0.63(Bi0.94La0.06)(Fe0.95Ga0.05)-0.37PbTiO3 ceramics with exactly stoichiometric ratio in lattice for substituting Ti-site 
induced large microstructure distortion and internal stress. However, for the specimens of Mn introduction as sintering aids, 
distinct relaxation characteristic transforming from pure BLFG-PT can be obtained. Moreover, little difference could be 
classified according to the selected raw materials of MnCO3 and MnO2 on the properties of BLFG-PT ceramics. They both could 
effectively improve the density and make the high-temperature phase transition become more diffused, revealing relaxor 
ferroelectrics characteristic. In addition, all the Mn-doped samples, greatly decreased dielectric loss were observed which 
indicates the potential use of Mn-doping in high power piezoelectric device application and modification. 
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1. Introduction 
BiFeO3-PbTiO3 (abbreviated as BF-PT) was found to have the coexistence of ferroelectric and ferromagnetic 
orderings in single phase with a relatively high Tc temperature of 630 oC by Y. N. Venevstev in 1960 [1]. Since then, 
many studies have intensively focused on this multiferroic ceramic due to their superior applications in information 
storage, sensors, actuators and high-temperature devices [2]. However, BF-PT ceramics also have drawbacks, such 
as great internal stress, large coercive field and poor insulativity which limit their application [3]. Previous work on  
0.63(Bi0.94La0.06)(Fe0.95Ga0.05)-0.37PbTiO3 (BLFG-PT), which is 6 at.% La and 5 at.% Ga co-doped in Bi- and Fe- 
sites respectively, exhibited deceased internal stresses, enhanced multiferroic, piezoelectric and highly insulated 
properties simultaneously at room temperature [4]. The dielectric constant, loss tangent, Curie temperature, remnant 
polarization and piezoelectric constant were obtained of 700, 2.1%, 532 °C, 30 ȝC/cm2 and 63 pC/N in the MPB 
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region. To broaden the BLFG-PT ceramics application and meet the key point of high power piezoelectric device 
requirement used in high-temperature conditions, dielectric and mechanical loss are desired to be further decreased 
while the mechanical quality factor to be increased. Element Mn was reported to be a good doping regent which 
meets all needs above based on a large number of researches in PZT system [5,6]. Additionally, it has also been 
reported that Mn compounds as sintering aids can promote the sintering process which leading to a greatly 
properties improved [7,8]. Both doping routes of lattice substitution and sintering aids mixture show improved 
properties in PZT system. However, there is rare study and comparison of the effect on multiferroic materials by 
various Mn-doping states. In this work, the effects of Mn-doping types on the phase structure, dielectric and 
piezoelectric properties of BLFG-PT ceramics were investigated in detail. 
2. Experiment details 
Mn-doped 0.63(Bi0.94La0.06)(Fe0.95Ga0.05)-0.37PbTiO3 were prepared by the traditional solid-state reaction 
method. Analytical-grade oxide powders of Bi2O3, La2O3, Fe2O3, Ga2O3, PbO, TiO2, MnO2 and MnCO3 were used 
as raw materials. Three different ways of Mn-doping were designed within a). stoichiometricly substitute 1 at.% Ti4+ 
by MnO2, b). non-stoichiometric adjunction by 1 % MnO2 and c). 1% MnCO3 (abbreviated as BLFG-PTM, BLFG-
PT+MnO2 and BLFG-PT+MnCO3 respectively). The mixed starting powders were ball-milled thoroughly with 
distilled water for 24 h. Then they were calcined at 750 oC for 4 h in a sealed alumina crucible. After that, the 
powders were pressed into small pellets, and finally sintered at 1030-1060 oC for 2 h. Crystalline structure were 
determined by X-ray diffraction (Rigaku D/Max 2200, Japan) and scanning electron microscopy (JEOL SU1510, 
Japan) was used to characterize the section morphology. All the specimens were processed to achieve the thickness 
of ~0.5 mm and an area of ~0.8 cm2, and then Ag top and bottom electrodes were fabricated to measure the 
dielectric responses using a high performance impendence analyzer (Agilent HP4294A, USA). 
3. Results and discussion 
The XRD patterns of the BLFG-PT ceramics with various types of Mn-doping are shown in Fig. 1. A complete 
crystalline solution of perovskite structure with the coexistence of rhombohedral and tetragonal phases is formed 
throughout the whole compositions without any impurity phases. Specimens of BLFG-PT+MnO2 and BLFG-
PT+MnCO3 show no obvious change in phase structure while the BLFG-PTM reveals more tetragonal features for 
its evident change in c/a distortion from 1.07 to 1.14 leading to the (001)T/(100)T peaks splitting around 22o. The 
results indicate that the stoichiometric substitution in lattice will effect phase much while the doping type of 
sintering aids not. 
                   
Fig. 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of Mn-doped BLFG-PT ceramics.        Fig. 2. Cross-section SEM images of Mn-doped BLFG-PT ceramics. 
Fig. 2 shows the morphological features of the specimens which results are consistent with the previous XRD 
tendency. It can be seen that the grains have regular crystal shape and the crystalline boundaries are clearly observed 
in all samples. For BLFG-PT+MnO2 and BLFG-PT+MnCO3 grain sizes distribution are basically the same as the 
pure BLFG-PT. However, the BLFG-PTM grains grew much larger compared with the others. That maybe caused 
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by the boundary energy lowering caused by Mn doping into the lattice, so more small grains may be consumed 
during the sintering. However, for the non-stoichiometric adjunction specimens, Mn ions may probably segregated 
at grain boundaries which was the reason for no obvious transformation in the grain sizes. 
Fig. 3 shows the dielectric constant (İr) and loss tangent (tanį) as a function of frequency for all the Mn-doped 
BLFG-PT ceramics measured at room temperature. With Mn doping, all the specimens reveal an obvious decrease 
in loss tangent especially the BLFG-PT+MnO2 and BLFG-PT+MnCO3 from ~5% to ~2% at 1 kHz. Moreover, for 
the BLFG-PTM ceramics, Mn-doping also caused a greatly decrease in the dielectric constant from ~360 to ~175 at 
1 kHz while the BLFG-PT+MnO2 and BLFG-PT+MnCO3 showed less effect on the dielectric permittivity at room 
temperature. In addition, all the samples with Mn-doping show increased stability according to the frequency. 
      
Fig. 3. The frequency dependencies of dielectric constant İr (a) 
and loss tangent tanį (b) of Mn-doped BLFG-PT ceramics. 
Fig. 4. The temperature dependence of dielectric permittivity of Mn-
doped BLFG-PT ceramics. 
The temperature dependence of dielectric permittivity for all the samples at different frequency were shown in 
Fig. 4. For pure BLFG-PT ceramics, there are two anomalies in the curves. The first dielectric peak around 300 °C, 
exhibits a clearly dependency on frequency which gradually shifted toward higher temperature with the increasing 
frequency, however it disappeared later in all of the Mn-doped specimens. The second dielectric peak around 550 oC, 
reveals distinct ferroelectric properties with sharp transition peaks. With 1 at.% Mn doped in lattice, the transition 
peaks were slightly strengthen and narrowed with a shifting to low temperature about 510 oC. These can be ascribed 
to the stability decrease of ferroelectric domains caused by Mn doping [9]. Accidentally, The dielectric behaviors 
were changed obviously in BLFG-PT+MnO2 and BLFG-PT+MnCO3. The dielectric behaviors of complex 
ferroelectrics with diffuse phase transition were obtained. The phase transition peak gradually becomes widen and 
more dependent on frequency. It is obvious that both samples have relaxation properties, which can be explained by 
compositional fluctuation or random local electric fields caused by non-stoichiometric doping and stress-induce 
phase transition due to Mn2+ or Mn4+ ions distributed randomly in the A- or B-sites of BLFG-PT [14]. It has been 
known that the wall domain clamping caused by oxygen vacancies may also restrain the domain switching and the 
phase transition during the ferroelectric-paraelectric phase transition [10]. 
Fig. 5 exhibits the d33, Kp and Qm of Mn-doped BLFG-PT ceramics at room temperature. All the Mn-doped 
samples showed observably increased d33 and Qm properties compared with the pure BLFG-PT. Among them, the 
composition of BLFG-PT+MnCO3 reveals the best comprehensive performance with d33 of 70 pC/N, Kp of 0.13 and 
Qm of 126, which nearly doubled d33 and trebled Qm from the pure BLFG-PT ceramics. The results may be caused 
by the improved insulativity and decreased restrictions on domains switching according to the Mn2+ introduction and 
induced vacancies. The temperature dependence of Kp between BLFG-PT and BLFG-PT+MnCO3 ceramics were 
then illustrated in Fig. 6. Both of the samples showed gradually increase with the temperature rising and sharply 
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decreased around 450 oC. None distinct degeneration of high-temperature properties can be observed in Mn-doped 
samples indicates the potential application of the BLFG-PT+MnCO3 ceramics. 
              
Fig. 5. d33, Kp and Qm of Mn-doped BLFG-PT ceramics at room 
temperature. 
Fig. 6. The temperature dependence of Kp between BLFG-PT and 
BLFG-PT+MnCO3 ceramics.. 
4. Conclusions 
The Mn-doped 0.63(Bi0.94La0.06)(Fe0.95Ga0.05)-0.37PbTiO3 ceramcis were prepared via various Mn-doping routes 
in this work. XRD patterns show that Mn-doping as the sintering aids type will not change the crystalline structure 
while the lattice substitution route can cause great distortion, strengthen the tetragonal phase and evidently enlarge 
the grain size via lowering the boundary energy. All Mn-doped specimens reveal a distinct decrease in dielectric loss 
and improved frequency stability. On the other hand, with the Mn-doping type of sintering aids, a diffuse character 
can be observed during ferroelectric-paraelectric phase transition resulting from the compositional fluctuation. The 
improved properties which is doubled d33 of 70 pC/N, Kp of 0.13 and Qm of 126 was obtained in BLFG-PT+MnCO3 
composition which is a potential candidate for high power piezoelectric device used in high-temperature conditions 
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